A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is developed to simulate isothermal flow in a large quench tank used for heat treating of steel. As a surrogate for a full simulation of quenching, the isothermal model enables a computational economical comparison of many different design configurations of the quench tank. The model includes most of the geometric complexity of the tank including the skip, the heavy beams used to support it, deflector baffles used to control the flow, and the inlet ducting.
INTRODUCTION
The hardness and strength of cast steel parts are controlled by the rate of cooling during quenching [8] . A batch quench tank with impeller agitation has complex flow of quenchant around the parts. Spatial non-uniformity of the flow makes it difficult to obtain uniform cooling, and hence uniform material properties. This project involves numerical simulation of flow in a production quench tank with the goal of understanding the design variables that affect the uniformity of flow past the castings.
Improvements in spatial uniformity of the flow will yield lower part variability, and possibly a savings in cost due to a change in alloying composition necessary to obtain the desired material properties.
The research documented in this paper was motivated by the desire of ESCO Corporation to understand and optimize operation of one of their quench tanks. Little was known about the flow in the tank, though from casual observation of the water surface, the flow appeared to be very complex. It was decided to use a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model of flow in the tank to understand key variables affecting the flow around the castings.
A model that couples all the physics of quenching would be very difficult to formulate and to implement numerically. A complete model of quenching would require simultaneous solution of the equations governing turbulent, transient, boiling flow coupled to transient heat conduction in solid parts undergoing crystalline phase transitions.
Rather than attempt a complete model of quenching, the more immediately practical goal of predicting the steady, isothermal, and turbulent flow in the tank was set. Isothermal flow was deemed to be a useful surrogate for the flow during the real quenching process. If a tank can be designed to provide vigorous and uniform flow over an array of mock castings, it seems likely that the tank would then provide more uniform cooling during quenching.
The two main outcomes of the current work are (1) a determination of the design parameters that have the most significant effect on the flow rate though the skip and the uniformity of that flow, and (2) changed to yield increased flow and better uniformity. The use of a steady and isothermal model of the flow enabled these outcomes to be realized. Figure 1 is a highly simplified, two-dimensional schematic of the quench tank, and Figure 2 is an isometric image of the computational model. Because the tank is complicated, it is easier to describe the basic geometry and operation of the tank with the simplified schematic in Figure 1 . Similar schematics are used to describe the alternative designs discussed later in this paper. Geometric details of the CFD model are provided in [5] .
Tank Model
The tank has a vertical symmetry plane that enables a reduction in size of the CFD model. The front-left face of the image in Figure 2 is the symmetry plane. On each side of the symmetry plane are two vertical impellers that rotate in the same direction. If the tank were hydrodynamically symmetric the impellers would rotate in opposite directions. Ignoring the hydrodynamic asymmetry introduced by the direction of propeller rotation was judged to be acceptable given the other levels of complexity in the model.
The impellers are located in vertically oriented, cylindrical shrouds and driven by a shaft connected to electric motors above the tank surface. In the computational half-model of the tank, the impeller is not included the mesh. Instead, a void in the tank is created such that fluid enters at a circular inflow boundary, and leaves the domain at a circular outflow boundary. Swirl is imposed at the inflow boundary to simulate the angular momentum imparted to the fluid by the impeller.
Immediately downstream of the impeller shroud the fluid enters a short chamber with two curved turning vanes that redirect the flow and dampen the swirl from the impeller. The vanes and turning vane chamber are included in the CFD model, and are visible in the lower right portion of Figure 2 .
The heat treating process begins when the cold castings are manually loaded on the skip, a rectangular tray with holes to allow circulation of the quenchant. The loaded skip is placed in an annealing oven until the parts reach a desired temperature. The skip is then transferred from the oven to the elevator of the quench tank. The elevator is a framework of steel beams and channels used to move the loaded skip vertically in the quench tank. When the skip is lowered in the quench tank the agitating impellers are turned on. After a predetermined amount of time, the agitators are turned off, the elevator is raised, and the skip is removed from the tank. The elevator is represented by two small white rectangles beneath the skip in Figure 1 . Most of the details of the elevator frame are included in the CFD model. The real castings are geometrically complex parts that are loaded in an irregular arrangement on the skip. In the CFD model, the castings are represented by cubic blocks of solid material arranged in a regular array.
Earlier Studies
The fundamentals of immersion quenching are discussed by various authors [3, 4, 7] . Accounts of detailed analysis of flow in production scale, immersion quench tanks are difficult to find.
In a literature review, Totten [9] describes the advances in the flow-measurement principles and instrumentation. He sites sources, which use CFD for an analysis of fluid flow in quench tanks. The early studies report non-uniform flow rate in a quench tank. Subsequent studies examine the homogeneity of fluid flow The model includes a header with internal obstacles, a jet of water that emerges into a pool of water above a continuously moving steel plate. There is no boiling in the water, but conjugate heat transfer to the plate is included. A simplified twodimensional model of the same apparatus is used to optimize the water jet velocity and the speed of the steel plate. In a followup paper, Craig, de Kock and Snyman [2] expand the number of design variables in their optimization study. The process is first optimized minimize the time to achieve martensitic transformation at a desired depth in the plate. The geometry of the header system is then optimized to minimize pumping power for the quenchant.
Wang et. al. [10] perform a two-dimensional, axisymmetric, numerical study of a circular water jet impinging on a hot plate to predict flow structure and heat transfer characteristics. The highest heat transfer rate occurs approximately a nozzle diameter away from stagnation point.
ANALYSIS OF AN EXISTING TANK
The first task was to develop a CFD model of the existing quench tank design. The goal was to determine the primary variables that influence the net upward flow of quenchant through the skip, and the uniformity of the flow over the skip. After meeting with the engineers and metallurgists at ESCO Corporation, the seven parameters in the first column of Table 1 were identified as being most likely to affect the flow field.
The first two rows in Table 1 , elevator screen and elevator position refer to the elevator used to raise and lower the skip. The screen is a heavy wire mesh designed to catch debris that might otherwise fall to the bottom of the quench tank. Since the screen impedes the flow, it was assumed to be an important part of the model. The elevator position is the distance d in Figure 1 , measured from the bottom of the quench tank to the top of the elevator. The elevator position refers to location of the elevator after it is lowered, i.e. the location of the elevator during the quenching process. The top of the elevator is coincident with the bottom of the skip, so d defines the skip position, and thereby, the position of the load in the tank.
The agitator flow is specified by the velocity of the fluid normal to the inflow boundary of the domain. This value can be set without any change to the mesh or geometry of the model. To simulate the swirl generated by the impeller, a tangential velocity is imposed on the inlet boundary surface. For the high flow rate condition (2 m/s inlet velocity) the swirl was imposed as a solid body rotation of 30 RPM. For the low flow rate condition (1 m/s inlet velocity) the swirl was a solid body rotation of 15 RPM. The center of the imposed rotation is at the geometric center of the circular surface that forms the inlet plane.
The skip is 168 cm long, 127 cm wide and 5.1 cm thick. The CFD model is symmetric so only a half width (B = 63.5 cm) of the skip is included in the model. The skip is perforated by a regular array of rectangular holes that allow the fluid in the quench tank to circulate over the castings. Figure 3 shows the four different skip configurations corresponding to the values of skip hole size and skip open area in Table 1 . The open area ratio is
where n x and n y are the number of holes in the x and y directions, The center baffle is a triangular block located below the elevator frame. Its purpose is to redirect the horizontal flow emerging from the inlet so that it goes toward the skip, as suggested in Figure 1 . From the streamlines sketched in Figure 1 , it appears that the center baffle plays a crucial role in the flow.
The castings are represented as cubic blocks arranged in a staggered array on the skip. Figure 4 is a plan view of the two load configurations considered. The solid rectangle surrounding the blocks is the edge of the skip. The bottom boundaries of the diagrams are the symmetry plane of the skip (and the tank). The solid dots in Figure 4 indicate the locations of virtual velocity sensors that are discussed in § 2.2. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are to scale.
The loading of the skip is characterized by the load area ratio where m x and m y are the numbers of blocks in the x and y directions, b is the block dimension, B is the half width of the skip, and L is the length of the skip. As f L approaches one, the area available for flow between the blocks goes to zero. Thus, small f L and large f are conducive to high circulation of water through the load. However, large values of f L are desired to maximize throughput of the quench process.
CFD Model
The CFD simulations used the upwind differencing convection scheme. The effect of convection scheme was explored by re-running the simulations of the most promising designs with the higher order MARS convection scheme [6] . The results obtained with MARS differed from the upwind difference results by relatively small features in the flow field. The changes in the response variablesṁ ratio andV (x, y) were not significant, and the relative ranking of the top designs were not changed. Therefore, the upwind differencing scheme was judged to be sufficiently accurate for the screening studies.
The outer region of the mesh has a typical cell dimension of 5.1 cm. Around the elevator skip and load the typical cell dimension is 2.5 cm, and within the skip and load the typical cell size is 1.3 cm. A typical mesh contains over 350,000 cells. At each cell, three components of velocity, the fluid pressure, the turbulence kinetic energy, and the turbulence dissipation rate are computed. The standard k − ε model was used to simulate the effect of turbulence on the mean flow. Typical models involve over two million (6 × 350, 000) degrees of freedom. Typical run times are on the order of one to two hours when the simulations are performed on a 2.2 GHz Pentium TM 4 personal computer.
Scalar Performance Criteria
The CFD model generates a large amount of flow field data. Details of the velocity, pressure, and turbulence fields are described elsewhere [5] . Although the flow field data is informative, it is desirable to have simple indicators that allow comparison of results for simulations involving different tank configurations. For example, consider the task of deciding whether the flow field is "better" when the center baffle is in place, or when it is removed. One easily imagines that the presence or absence of the center baffle will affect many details of the flow field. However, is there some simple measure (or 
The objective of the quench tank is to cool the parts. Hence, it makes sense to evaluate changes to the tank design according to their influence on quenching. Since the model does not include heat transfer, engineering judgement must be used to relate the flow information generated by the model to the effectiveness of quenching. The magnitude of the fluid velocity adjacent to the parts is an obvious candidate for measuring the effectiveness of tank design configurations.
After considering the possible ways to reduce the flow field data to simpler measures of performance, two scalar indicators of the flow field were chosen for the initial screening studies: (1) V the average vertical (upward) velocity at a finite set of locations, and (2)ṁ z the net vertical mass flow rate through the skip. The local velocity is reported at virtual sensors indicated by the solid dots in Figure 4 An alternative to using the data from the virtual sensors is to extract the total flow rate through the skip from the numerical velocity field. The vertical mass flow rate through the skip iṡ
where ρ is the fluid density, w = w(x, y, z) is the vertical component of the velocity field, and A s is the area of the skip in the x-y plane. The element of area dA has a surface normal that is parallel to the z axis.
Screening Study
To determine the sensitivity of the flow field to the tank configuration, a seven factor, two level experiment was devised. The experiments in this case are CFD simulations. The second and third columns in Table 1 give the extreme values of the parameters used in the experiments. Table 2 lists the combinations of design parameters for each of the eight runs in the seven factor experiment. The response factors obtained from the simulations are given in Table 3 . In addition toṁ z the relative flow ratė m ratio =ṁ z /ṁ total is tabulated to allow comparison of runs at the two extremes of agitator flow rate. Table 3 shows that run number 8 has the highest response for bothV andṁ z . From Table 2 one sees that the highest flow rate occurs when there is no screen in the elevator, the elevator position is at its highest, the agitator flow rate is highest, the skip hole size is smallest, the skip open area is largest, the center baffle is present, and the casting spacing is largest. However, it is not clear that the unique combination of parameters for Run 8 is optimum.
The results in Table 3 are used to compute the first order effect of each design parameter. The utility of the fractional experiment in predicting the actual flow in the tank depends on the assumption that the response of the main effects are larger than the secondary effects. The main effect (first order response) for any one variable in the fractional factorial experiment is obtained by computing the difference in average response for the factor at Table 4 lists the variables of the screening study in order of decreasingṁ z response. The casting spacing, center baffle, and agitator flow are the predominant effects, whereas the geometry of the skip is of secondary importance. The presence or absence of the elevator screen, and the elevator position do not have a significant effect onṁ z . As expected, comparing theṁ z /ṁ tot response reduces the significance of the agitator flow rate. Ranking the effect of design parameters byṁ z /ṁ tot does not change the relative importance of the casting spacing, the presence of the center baffle, the skip open area, or the skip hole size.
The results of the seven factor experiment can also be used to predict a configuration of quench tank design variables that optimize the response. The second and third columns of Table 5 list the combinations of variables that should give the best and worst response, respectively. These variable settings were used for two additional runs of the CFD model: Run 9 and Run 10. The results from Run 9 and Run 10 are included at the bottom of Table 3 , which confirms the prediction from the seven factor experiments. Run 9 has the largest values ofV andṁ z /ṁ total for all ten runs, whereas Run 10 has the smallest values ofV anḋ m z /ṁ total for all ten runs.
The parameter combination for Run 9 is not guaranteed to be a global maximum (true optimum) because only the main effects are used to predict the optimum combination of parameters. Second and higher order effects may be significant enough to yield a different parameter combination with higher response. Although Run 9 is not guaranteed to be the global optimum, for the runs in Table 3 it validates the design of the seven factor experiment.
NEW DESIGN CONCEPTS
After the primary parameters controlling the magnitude of the flow rate and uniformity of the flow through the skip were identified, the next task was to explore radically new design concepts. The basic objectives remain maximizing the flow around the blocks and providing uniform flow over all blocks. The geometry of the skip and simulated load is kept intact, and it is similar to the best run of the existing design described in §2. 3 . Four new conceptual designs were analyzed: Ducted Upflow, Cross-flow, Down-flow, and Multiple Impeller flow. Only the Ducted Upflow and Down-flow designs are discussed here. Complete comparisons of all four designs are presented by Kernazhitskiy [5] .
The new conceptual designs were evaluated by the ratio of net mass flow rate through the skip to the mass flow rate through the impellerṁ z /ṁ total . A second performance metric, the depth averaged velocity was devised to measure the flow past the castings in a way that is insensitive to the direction of the flow. The depth-averaged velocity across the skip iŝ
where u k , v k , and w k are the discrete components of velocity field for a cell and k is the z-direction index in the column. The sum is evaluated over the layer of fluid that contains the blocks in the simulated load. The volume of a single cell is ∆V . The depth averaged velocity field is used to judge the uniformity of the flow over the castings. 
Ducted Upflow Design
Of the four conceptual designs considered in phase two of the project, the ducted upflow design depicted in Figure 5 is closest to the existing quench tank. The upflow design could be achieved as a retrofit of the existing tank by adding a duct to guide the fluid as it moves from the impeller to the bottom of the skip.
The duct between the impeller and the skip includes an elbow and a trapezoidal diffuser with baffles for distributing the flow more evenly as it approaches the skip. Because the skip needs to be raised and lowered on the elevator, it is not practical to make the duct seamlessly connected to a shroud around the skip. A compromise is the use of a skirt that is attached to the elevator. The skirt defines the outer limits of the flow path for the fluid. An additional limit on the ducting is the need for an allowance on the placement of the skip on the elevator by a fork lift operator. Thus, the skirt needs to be somewhat larger than the skip, and the size of the gap between the skirt and the outer edge of the skip becomes a new design parameter. To study the relationship between gap size and flow bypass, simulations were performed with gaps of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 25 cm. Figure 6 is a scale image that shows a 10 cm skirt gap. Ducting of the flow to minimize bypass is an effective means of improving the quench tank design. For all simulations of the upflow design concept, the skip mass flow rateṁ z was greater than the skip mass flor rate for all simulations of the existing tank design described in § 2. Figure 7 shows the effect of the skirt gap and elevator design on the ratio of flow rates,ṁ z /ṁ total . The net flow rate through the skip decreases as the skirt gap increases. Figure 7 also shows the effect of changing the orientation of two structural T-beam members in the elevator frame. As the skirt gap increases, the importance of the T-beam orientation also increases. This shows the importance of including a realistic level of geometric detail in the quench tank model, even though the detail significantly increases the challenge of developing the computational mesh. Figure 8 shows the distribution ofV (x, y) for the upflow design with a 10 cm skirt gap. Each small square in Figure 8 represents a column of computational cells over which the depthaveraged velocity is computed. The white squares are the simulated castings on the skip. Rectangular shadows visible in thê V (x, y) field are local maxima in theV (x, y) field corresponding to the holes in the skip. The lighter regions at the borders of these rectangles are the wakes of the webs in the skip.
The magnitude ofV (x, y) decreases slightly in y-direction from the centerline to the edge of the skip. In the x-direction, V (x, y) is lower at the right hand side of Figure 8 , which is the end of the skip closest to the inlet. The slight decrease inV (x, y) in this region indicates that the baffles in the diffuser are not optimally effective at turning the flow. Although some slowing at the left edge of Figure 8 , it is not as much as at the right edge. There is a light vertical strip near middle of the skip. This region of lowerV (x, y) is due to the wake of a T-beam in the elevator frame. Figure 9 is a schematic of the down-flow design concept. This design evaluates the effect of reversing the flow direction from that of the current quench tank. The quenchant stream hits the load first, from the top and side. One expects that the flow through the load will have little dependence on the structural members supporting the skip. The primary design variables for the down-flow design is b, the location of the drain relative to the back wall. Two drain positions were considered: b = 0 for the drain abutted to the back wall, and b = 30.5 cm away from the back wall. The location of the drain influences the direction of the fluid flow over the skip. Table 6 shows the results for two configurations of the down-flow design. Moving the drain away from the back wall (b = 30.5 cm) increases the net flow rate through the skip. Figure 10 showsV (x, y) distribution for the b = 30.5 configuration of the down-flow design. The magnitude ofV (x, y) is slightly larger near the symmetry plane of the model. AlthoughV (x, y) decreases in the predominant flow direction, the overall variation inV (x, y) is modest. Thus, it appears that the down-flow design (with suitable choice of b) can yield good flow uniformity.
Down-Flow Design
The net vertical flow rate through the skip is not necessarily a good indicator the effectiveness of the downflow design. Althoughṁ z for the down-flow and upflow designs are comparable, the flow of quenchant over the blocks in the downflow design is only weakly influenced by the skip and the elevator. Thus, for the sameṁ z , the down-flow design is likely to be more effective at cooling the castings. Although the down-flow design looks promising, it does have its drawbacks. First of all it is a significant departure from the current tank design. Additional engineering design and analysis is necessary before the practical feasibility of this design can be established. There is also some concern about the fluid handling necessary to get the quenchant flow to an elevation above the skip. These issues do not seem insurmountable, however.
Design Evaluation and Conclusion
Two response variables,ṁ z /ṁ total andV (x, y), were used to evaluate the four new design concepts. Summary results for upflow and downflow designs were described in this paper. The cross-flow design and the multiple impeller design are least promising and are not discussed in detail here.
The downflow design has good potential as a radically new concept. The main advantage of the down-flow design is that the quenchant encounters the castings before it has to flow around the skip and the elevator structure, resulting in more uniform flow over the castings. More detailed analysis of the downflow design is warranted.
The upflow design is promising because it yields good net flow through the skip, and it can be achieved as a retrofit of the existing tank design. From a practical perspective, the upflow design is likely to yield good results with the least additional engineering effort and construction costs.
CONCLUSION
Many of the design changes explored in this research required significant mesh development. Exploring each parameter in isolation was immediately judged to be impractical. Instead, partial factorial experimental designs were used to compare the performance of many design variables with a manageable amount of computational effort. The design parameters were ranked in the order of increasing importance based on the main effects on the response variablesṁ z orṁ z /ṁ total . For the existing tank design, the casting spacing, center baffle, and agitator flow rate (in that order) are the dominant design variables. The geometry of the skip has important, but secondary effect. The presence of the elevator screen and the elevator position had minor effect. The center baffle is the design feature that is most easily controlled to optimize the performance of the existing tank.
The current design is susceptible to flow bypass, which can be addressed in multiple ways. One option is to reduce the perimeter of the tank in the plane of the load, which would require a drastic redesign. A less invasive option is to uses additional guide baffles to constrict the flow prior to the impingement onto the bottom of the skip. Each of these areas can be explored by extending the CFD model developed in this research. The up-flow design concept is the one new design that is most similar to the existing tank design, and simulation results show that it benefits by minimizing the flow bypass. The down-flow design has good potential, but more analysis is required, before the down-flow design can be recommended without qualification.
The analysis of design parameters and different design concepts should be useful to all operators of batch quench tanks. Although the geometry and design features of tanks are different from the tank designs considered in this project, the basic ideas of minimizing bypass, appropriate use of baffles, and the importance of agitator flow rate are important for all designs. The results of this research also provides a foundation for a more complete simulation of the quench process.
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